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HSP5/ Operator

1. Summary.F5. - Operator HSP5/ plug-in

F5. - Operator HSP5/ screw-in

F5.0C0-2xxx cable /HSP plug-in xxx=length in decimetres

F5.0C0-3xxx cable /HSP screw-in xxx=length in decimetres

The HSP5/ operator serves for cable extension between a F5 inverter/servo and

any apart mounted F5 standard or field bus operator. The signals in the HSP5/ 

operator are converted to a reliable RS level and transported with the corresponding

cable up to maximal meters.The other side of the cable contains the necessary

converter electronics in order to restore the HSP5 specific TTL level for the control

operator.

A plug-in and a screw-in variant is possible at the HSP5/ operator.

2. Plug-in version The plug-in variant consists of the HSP5/ operator.F5. - and a cable

F5.0C0-2xxx.

HSP5 interface HSP5/ operator

of the operator.F5. - 

Special cable with

converter in the

plug connector!

Standard or fieldbus

operator

Cable:.F5.0C0-2xxx

The part No.determines

the cable length

Installation • Disconnect inverter/servo from power.

• Remove standard/field bus operator from the inverter/servo, install it at required

place and lay the cable from here to the inverter/servo. Keep distance from motor/

supply cable.

• Plug-in and tighten side of the cable with the DSUB-15-connector into socket

X6C of the HSP5/ operator.

• Screw-in enclosed bolts and washers in the back into socket X6A of the standard/

fieldbus operator.

• Plug-in and tighten side of the cable into this socket.

• Put on HSP5/ operator onto inverter/servo.

• Supply voltage for inverter/servo.



